Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION HE CORDIC algorithm was introduced in 1959 by Volder
T [16] . In Volder's version, CORDIC makes it possible to perform rotations (and therefore to compute sine, cosine, and arctangent functions) and to multiply or divide numbers, using only shift-and-add elementary steps. In 1971, Walther [17] generalized this algorithm in order to compute logarithms, exponentials, and square roots. CORDIC is not the fastest way to perform multiplications or to compute logarithms and exponentials, but, since the same algorithm enables the computation of most mathematical functions using basic operations of the form a f b . 2T2, it is attractive for hardware implementations. CORDIC has been implemented in pocket calculators like Hewlett Packard's HP 35 [3] , and in arithmetic coprocessors like the Intel 8087. Some authors proposed to use CORDIC processors for signal processing applications (DIT [6] , filtering [5] , SVD [9] ), for image processing [2] , or for solving linear systems [l] , [ll] . The first part of this paper is a brief survey on CORDIC. The reader familiar with this algorithm may skip this part. In the second part, we propose a new algorithm, called branching CORDIC, for performing rotations very quickly, using a redundant number system. In the last part, we propose an online implementation of our algorithm for computing sine and cosine functions. On-line arithmetic [lo] is a digit-serial mode of computation where digits circulate most significant digit first. On-line implementations of CORDIC have been already proposed by Ercegovac and Lang [8] , and by Lin and Sips [=I. 
A BRIEF SURVEY

A. The Classical CORDIC Iteration
Volder's algorithm is based upon the following iteration:
The terms arctan 2-n are precomputed and stored, and the di's are equal to -1 or 4-1. 8, 1 8 1 5 C r = o a r c t a n 2 -k , one may take zo = 1/K = 0.607252 . . -, yo = 0, and zo = 0.
CORDIC may be understood as a rewriting of numbers in special bases, called discrete bases [4] , [13] . After the is called a discrete basis of order 1 [13] , and enables such representations of numbers.
The basic idea of the rotation mode of CORDIC is to perform a rotation of angle 0 = zo as a sequence of rotations of angle f e n , with e, = arctan 2-". We start from (20, in radix 2 a multiplication by 2-" reduces to a shift. In order to avoid this multiplication, instead of (A), we perform
which is the basic CORDIC step: it is not a rotation of angle e,, but a similarity of angle e, and factor 1/ cos e,. In the following, we call c-similarity of angle Q a similarity of angle a and factor 1/ cos a. In the vectoring mode of CORDIC, d , is chosen equal to the sign of (-y,) (+l if y , 5 0, else -1). 
B. CORDIC Iteration with Redundant Number Systems
In order to accelerate the CORDIC iterations, one can use redundant number systems, which enable additions without carry propagation. Here, we focus our attention on binary signed digit representations, however, the results would be similar in carry-save representation. The sequence of digits u g , 7L1, . . . , i i m , u, = -1,0, 1, represents the number ~~& i~, 2 -~.
With redundant notations, the main problem is the evaluation of d,. Assume that we are in rotation mode, and that numbers are represented with m digits. In classical CORDIC, d, is equal to the sign of 2,. In signed-digit representation, this sign is the sign of the most significant nonzero digit: the knowledge of it requires the examination of some number of digits which may be close to m. Thus, the choice "d, = sign Of course, this is not a proof, and the correct value of p which ensures convergence of z, to zero must be calculated. The main drawback of such a method is that the scale factors K and K' are no longer constants. Since K is equal to np=g 1/ cos(d, arctan 2-"), it is a constant if the d,'s are all equal to -1 or $1, but it is no longer a constant if the d,'s are allowed to be equal to zero. Some authors suggested different solutions to that problem. Takagi, Asada, and Yajima [ 141, [15] propose two methods, called double rotation method and correcting rotation method. The basic principle of the double rotation method is that at step I, one performs, instead of a c-similarity of angle d, arctan 2-':
With such a method, the scale factor is constant. However, it leads to more complicated iterations (or twice as many iterations if they remain unchanged).
The basic idea of the correcting rotation method is the following: as above, one examines the number z: constituted by the p most significant digits of z,. Then, one takes, in
Sometimes, an error occurs, but it is possible to show that a repetition of the iterations p , 2p, 3p . . . is sufficient to correct this error. Ercegovac and Lang [9] propose to evaluate the scale factor in parallel with the CORDIC iterations, and then to divide the results x, and yn by this factor. a c-similarity of angle -arctan 2-'-'. 
As Takagi, Asada, and Yajima's methods, our solution gives a constant scale factor. Moreover, it needs no repetition of iterations, and is therefore faster than theirs. However, it leads probably to a little more hardware, since we perform in parallel 2 classical CORDIC iterations, in a way similar to Ercegovac and Lang's on the fly conversion of numbers from redundant to nonredundant binary representation [7] .
BRANCHING CORDIC ROTATION
We shall use the following properties:
a r c t a n 2~' < 2-"-p. Let us examine the basic principle of our method. We look for a decomposition arctan 2-'" of a number 0, with dk = f l . In order to do that, we start like the methods presented above. We build a sequence z , defined by z,+1 = z, -d, arctan 2-". At each step, we examine p digits of z, in order to decide the value of d, (in practice,
0 If the examination of these p digits is sufficient to be sure that z, > 0, we take d, = + l .
0 If the examination of these p digits is sufficient to be sure that z, < 0, we take d, = -1.
0 If the examination of these p digits is not sufficient to know the sign of z,, then we try two computations in parallel: the former assuming 2, > 0 (and therefore with d, = l), the latter assuming z, < 0 (with d, = -1).
We call branching this operation. One may believe that in one or both of the parallel computations, new branchings may occur, creating a lot of parallel computations. This is not true since if a computation causes a branching, this proves that the associated value of z, is sufficiently small to ensure the convergence (z, -+ 0) of at least one of its two subcomputations, therefore, all other computations performed in parallel with it can be stopped. Thus, there are always at most two parallel computations. Another objection may be: if no new branching appears, how does one decide which computation is the correct one. We shall see that in such a case, both computations lead to a correct approximation of the sine and cosine.
In practice, we build in parallel two sequences z? and z; (in two CORDIC modules called "+" and "-") defined by the following algorithm. We suppose that we have a function eval(z,) which returns at step n a value in { -1,O, l}, such that 0 If eval (2,) 
Algorithm branching -CORDIC Procedure updatez (n) ; begin i n p a r a l l e l : (2) Both terms are lower than or equal to 3.2-2+'.
ing the algorithm. previous algorithm satisfy H First, let us prove 1) by induction. We assume that 1) is true at step i -1: at least one of the terms (ZF-~) and (zaY1) has an absolute value lower than or equal to CFi-' arctan 2-k, and we compute s+ = e v a l ( z z l ) and s-= eval (zzLl). branching is continuing). Consider the case where z L l has an absolute value lower than or equal to C r = i a r c t a n 2 -k (if not, the case is absolutely symmetrical by interchanging modules "+" and "-").
As previously, we take d: -l 
k=i-1
From this last result, we deduce as previously 00 5 E a r c t a n 2 p k . ) such that i-1 z+ = 2 0 -arctan2-P + a r c t a n~~ and zzr = zp" + arctan2-P Therefore zz: -z+ = 2 ( a r~t a n 2 -
Moreover, since we are in a branching, z2r1 was positive and zLl was negative, thus zi = zzyl -arctan2-2+' 2 -a r~t a n 2 -~+ l , and z: = z : -l + arctan 2-i+1 2 arctan 2-i+1. Therefore, zzT -z: 2 -2 a r~t a n 2 -~+ ' 2 -2-i+2. Therefore Therefore, since Iz+I 5 2-i+1 or l zz: l 5 2-i+1, and Now, we give a convenient method enabling the computation of function eval(z,). Let us assume that we are at step i :
we want to evaluate zz-and z: from z2T1 and zL1. The absolute values of z2L1 and z L l are less than or equal to 3.2Ti, and eval(zi) must satisfy at step i :
a r~t a n 2 -~.
lz2-l are less than 2-i+2 + 2-2+' = 3.2Tif1.
Let us define the truncation of a digit chain as r(x-px-p+l . . . The following lemma will help us to find the sign of a number by examining only 3 digit positions. ... be a number satisfying IzI < 3.2-3. Let C be the integer z3-2z3-1z3 modulo 8 = 7 (2") modulo 8. 0 If we are not in a branching, then lztl = lz2-l 5 CE2 a r~t a n 2 -~ < 2-'+' < 3.2Y2+l. Example: If zj-2 = zj-1 = z j = 1, then zj-2zj-lzj = -7, Le., z j -2 z j -l z j = 1 mod 8, and we deduce from the lemma that z is nonnegative. In parallel with an instruction "z? := zi," perform
In parallel with an instruction "z2; := z+," perform xi := Fig. 2 presents the global architecture of a CORDIC pro-
x' := xi and y : := yz; .
x : and y i : = y?.
cessor that implements our algorithm. Fig. 2 . Global architecture of a branching CORDIC processor.
Iv. ON-LINE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM
Now, we propose an on-line implementation of our algorithm for sine and cosine functions. On-line algorithms receive their input data and give their results serially, most significant digit first. The delay of an on-line algorithm is the number 6 such that v digits of the result are deduced from v + 6 digits of the input values. 6 may be either positive or negative. The use of on-line arithmetic implies some changes in our algorithm:
1) The input value zo = 0 of the rotation angle is carried serially. Therefore, at step i , only z digits of this value will be available. 2 ) 2 , and yn will be output on-line. In order to do that, these values have to be transformed: it is the digitization process.
Since we assume that we compute only sine and cosine functions, the angle zo is the only input value; zo = 1/K and yo = 0 are internal constants. It is possible to imagine an on-line rotation using our algorithm, with z o and yo carried serially. However, it would be necessary to multiply 20 and yo by the inverse of the scale factor, in on-line mode, before the rotation (or to multiply the final values of z and y after the rotation). First, we examine the modification to our algorithm, called for by the on-line input of the rotation angle.
A. Modifications Due to the On-Line Inpul
Let us assume that we want to compute the sine and cosine of zo = 6' = ~zoO_0Bi2-i. Since at the beginning zo is not known with full precision, instead of the sequences z; and z; defined above, we manipulate two sequences 2: and 2; defined by the following on-line branching CORLIIC algorithm. We assume that now, function eval (2,) 
in the algorithm, when an instruction "2: := iZ-" is performed, perform also "z: := zZ-" and when instruction z, := 2:" is performed, perform also "zt-:= z:."
Obviously, in a practical implementation, we do not compute these sequences (this is impossible since at the beginning of the computation, 8 is not known with full precision). They are defined only for proof. We assume that we have taken xo = 1/K and yo = 0, in order to obtain a final scale factor equal to 1. The values x, and yn of the nth step of the CORDIC iteration are equal to R, cos 8, and R, sin On, where R, is equal to nzn (1 + 2--22) -''2, with 0 , = 0 -z,.
Therefore we need to bound lznl = 10, -01. We assume that we have taken xo = nzo(l + 2-") and yo = 0, in order to obtain a final scale factor equal to 1. The values x, and yn of the nth step of the CORDIC iteration are equal to R, cos 0, and R, sin d,, where R, is equal to nzn(l + 2-22)-'/2. In order to output cos0 and sin0 in on-line mode, we have to estimate JIC, -cos01 and Iy, -sinOI.
We have
{
We obtain in a similar fashion 1xn-sin81 5 3 . 2 -" + ' + I R n -l l .
Therefore, we have to estimate the value IR, -11 = 1 -R,. 2) Use of the Outputs of Both Modules: Assume that 0 E [0, +7r/2]. In Section IV-B1, we used the outputs xn and yn of any of the 2 modules "+" and "-". It is possible to obtain a better result if we use the values (1/2)(x; + x;) and (1/2)(y: + y; ) . We already showed in Section IV-B1 that Moreover, using the relations given by Theorem 2, it may be easily shown (the proof is the same as in Section IV-Bl) that at least one value X , E {x:, x;} satisfies IX, -cos 01 < + IR, -1).
Since we are in a branching, z; 5 0 and z; 2 0. Therefore 0: 2 0 and 0; 5 0. 
Digitization Algorithm
Assume we are at step m + 2. We have obtained a value and the interval I 1 of the numbers representable with xmPp = 1 is [4,q5+2-m+p+1 ] (see Fig. 3 ). From this we deduce easily (see Fig. 3 
